
 

None of these words are appropriate for an informative and factual blog post. Please create a new introduction for this blog
post. If you need help, please read the article "How to Write an Introduction to a Blog Post". Remember, introductions should
be simple and interesting so that readers will want to continue reading the rest of your blog post. Step-by-step instructions can be
found in our "Blog Writing Guide". In summary, here is a list of the entries for this blog post: New Introduction: Please make
sure your introduction doesn't exceed 100 words. Remember, your blog is easy to browse through with short articles. If you
need help with introductions please read the articles "How to Write an Introduction to a Blog Post" and "Five Basic Tips for
Writing a Catchy Blog Post Title".

Article Body: The body of your blog post can be thought of as a newspaper article that you are writing for many different
newspapers at once. Try to keep each entry at about 50-150 words each so that people will want to keep reading. You can also
add additional articles on your blog that will expand on topics after the point of interest. If you need help, please read the
articles "How to Write an Article". Remember, you can add links and images (called metadata) to each of your blog post entries
and images (called links) to make it easier for people interested in your article to find out more information regarding your
topic. Step-by-step instructions can be found in our "Blog Writing Guide".

Article Length: Please make sure that each entry is long enough that people will want to keep reading it. Think of the length of
your article like a newspaper article. If you need help, please read the articles "How to Write an Article". How-to Blogging Tips:
Remember, your blog post should be 100% free of spaces and carriage returns. For help, read our "Blog Writing Guide" to learn
how to do this correctly.

Article Formatting: HTML Errors: It's okay if your blog post isn't perfect. Just remember that you are writing for many
different newspapers at once, so be patient and keep trying until you find a format that is good enough for all of the different
newspapers you are working on. Step-by-step instructions can be found in our "Blog Writing Guide".

Article Content: Be sure to use an interesting title for your article. This is important because this is what will entice people to
read your article. Step-by-step instructions can be found in our "How to Write a Catchy Blog Post Title". 

Blog Content Rating: For the content rating please select an image that you feel fits the blog post style and content. If you do not
find a suitable image, please visit http://www.flickr.com and search for Creative Commons licensed images that fit the blog post
topic.
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